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John Kiriakou Presents Panquake’s Delivery Update
and First Mobile Reveal
Lots has happened at Panquake since our last communications! Hot off the
pan we have our Chief Security Advisor, Sean O'Brien, presenting Panquake
on mobile phone live from Yale Privacy Lab. In this exciting feature Sean
takes you through the privacy side of Panquake on mobile.

Since John Kiriakou has joined Panquake as our Brand Ambassador, we've
had the pleasure of increased exposure on multiple media networks and
shows for Panquake. See him on the Koncrete Podcast with Danny Jones,
with Sean on Graham Elwood's Political Vigilante and Lee Camp's Moment of
Clarity.

This month, John also made his first appearance on our June Delivery
Meeting, packed full of sizzling updates from the team. Key highlights
include:
•

•
•
•

Panquake's application can now send Quakes (posts), add emojis,
complete profile editing functionality with a 1000 character bio space,
Quake deletions, attach files, scheduling, composing of replies and
much more!
Stat service integration for Panquake and Live Chat integration is
happening right now.
Operations hosting and legal is scoped and issued.
Quality Assurance testing and fixes has commenced.

Read all about us in the latest report from blockchain consulting company,
Willenrimer. Featured in their report 'Outrageous Blockchain Future Trends'
we put the icing on the pancake, for the blockchain company placing user
privacy first.

Panquake also made its debut down under at Curtin University in Perth,
Western Australia. Chief Marketing Advisor, Sheree Ip, had the pleasure of
introducing Panquake to the Australian International Business Association, as
a part of their 'Insights From Industry' series covering Fintech, Blockchain
and Web3.

About Panquake

Panquake is a groundbreaking crowd-funded social media platform, where
the users are the customers and not the product. In over a little more then a
year, Panquake’s build has achieved a series of major milestones, from
network design proof of concept to a functioning prototype interface.
Members of the public have flocked to apply to become Panquake BETA
users and Panquake is in its third and final funding phase in order to launch
the BETA offering.
Visitors to Panquake.com are:
•

joining a community dedicated to the delivery of a product which will
bring next generation solutions to a market that is hungry for change,

•

successfully crowdfunding to contribute to the product development at
Panquake.com/donate, and

•

spreading the word that things can and will be different.

With Big Tech algorithms, AI moderation and massive data breaches
rendering outdated, monopoly platforms obsolete, Panquake offers a vital
and timely solution.
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